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Tip #1: Identify Your Key Use Case and Desired Outcomes   

✓ Understand which internal stakeholder is seeking engagement, identify 

their jobs to be done to identify strategy, communications and 

technology best fit to achieve the goals

✓ Understand what existing engagement looks like by evaluating where 

and how people are engaging

✓ Identify who is engaging and if the population is representative of the 

customers you aim to serve so you can better segment, personalize 

and understand where/how they choose to engage

✓ Go to where your users already are, don’t make them come to you
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Use Cases|Comms

Use input to segment community & personalize comms

Crowdsource content creation

Outcomes Delivered

Understand and quantify community pain 

points

Easily receive and share community stories

Uncover themes to verify and refine 

positioning

Identify key segments and what matters to 

them

Job to be done: When a Communications Director is 

developing a brand, messaging or campaign strategy, they 

want to understand their audience so that it is representative, 
impactful, and actionable for them.
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Use Cases|Digital Teams/IT

Measure sentiment on key workflows Test & learn new technology

Outcomes Delivered

Identify bugs, UX issues and operational 
bottlenecks as soon as they happen.

Track and quantify progress on impact 
after addressing issues.

Triage emerging issue before they 
become bigger problems

Validate hypothesis for poor features / 
service adoption

Job to be done: When digital teams make a change to the website or 

service offering, they want to use data to assess the impact and 

optimize it over time so that they can make decisions that improve the 

end-user experience.
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Tip #2: Prioritize Multichannel Engagement  

✓ Identify the channels where you are and aren’t seeking feedback 

today

✓ Prioritize channels where your users already are (eg. In the flow of 

a web experience, or in an email they already access from you) 

instead of driving people to new content 

✓ Understand the users behavior and preferred technology (ie, 

SOMETHING)

✓ Seek feedback continuously throughout a customer journey to 

identify pain points 
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11granicus.com Helpdesk article found here

Embed Surveys at Key Parts of the Customer Journey  

https://helpdesk.bangthetable.com/en/articles/4429757-sharing-your-quick-poll-and-survey-with-engagement-embeds
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Seek Feedback Before, During and After

✓ Email engagement is 
necessary for feedback 
collection

✓ Reach and provide points 
for feedback throughout 
the customer journey

✓ Make changes based on 
feedback to remove 
barriers along the 
customer journey



STEP 1. 

CREATING ACCOUNT
STEP 2.

LOGIN
STEP 3.

COMPARISON
STEP 4.

STARTING APPLICATION

STEP 5.

NAVIGATING REQUIREMENTS
STEP 6.

GATHERING DOCS & INFO
STEP 7.

SUBMISSION (SUCCESS)
STEP 8.

ENROLLMENT (RESULTS)

KEY STEPS IN ENROLLMENT PROCESSES

X

STEP FAILED:

People don’t create 

accounts

X

STEP FAILED:

People don’t login

X

STEP FAILED:

People don’t maximize 

benefits

X

STEP FAILED:

People don’t start 

application

8 Barriers to Digital Service Adoption

X

STEP FAILED:

People don’t complete 

applications

X

STEP FAILED:

People drop off in the 

middle of the application

X

STEP FAILED:

People receive 

enrollment or eligibility 

rejection

X

STEP FAILED:

People are unsure of 

submission status
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Tip #3: Focus on Building Trust Through Feedback Loops

Create a habit of re-engagement and avoid the "black hole"

✓ Communicate

✓ Show progress – improve the 

digital experience with better 

content, workflow, etc

✓ Communicate via email, or 

through forums/discussions using 

best practice approach

You Said: Notify residents what 

you heard

We Did: Tell them what actions 

you took

We Did Not: Tell them what you 

did not do — and why

What you should do How you should communicate
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Build Trust

Keep constituents in the loop

You Said: Notify residents what 

you heard

We Did: Tell them what actions 

you took

We Did Not: Tell them what you 

did not do — and why



Thank You
Questions: olivia.fiocchi@granicus.com
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